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## 2-Point Rubric—Short Response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Response Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **2 Point** | The features of a 2-point response are  
- Valid inferences and/or claims from the text where required by the prompt  
- Evidence of analysis of the text where required by the prompt  
- Relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from the text to develop response according to the requirements of the prompt  
- Sufficient number of facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from the text as required by the prompt  
- Complete sentences where errors do not impact readability |
| **1 Point** | The features of a 1-point response are  
- A mostly literal recounting of events or details from the text as required by the prompt  
- Some relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from the text to develop response according to the requirements of the prompt  
- Incomplete sentences or bullets |
| **0 Point** | The features of a 0-point response are  
- A response that does not address any of the requirements of the prompt or is totally inaccurate  
- A response that is not written in English  
- A response that is unintelligible or indecipherable |

- If the prompt requires two texts and the student only references one text, the response can be scored no higher than a 1.

* Condition Code A is applied whenever a student who is present for a test session leaves an entire constructed-response question in that session completely blank (no response attempted).
# New York State Grades 4-5 Expository Writing Evaluation Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
<th>CCLS</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONTENT AND ANALYSIS:</strong> the extent to which the essay conveys ideas and information clearly and accurately in order to support an analysis of topics or ideas</td>
<td>W.2 R.1-9</td>
<td>4 <strong>Essays at this level:</strong> clearly introduce a topic in a manner that follows logically from the task and purpose; demonstrate insightful comprehension and analysis of the text(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMMAND OF EVIDENCE:</strong> the extent to which the essay presents evidence from the provided texts to support analysis and reflection</td>
<td>W.2 W.9 R.1-9</td>
<td>4 <strong>Essays at this level:</strong> develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples from the text(s); sustain the use of varied, relevant evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COHERENCE, ORGANIZATION, AND STYLE:</strong> the extent to which the essay logically organizes complex ideas, concepts, and information using formal style and precise language</td>
<td>W.2 W.3 L.3 L.5</td>
<td>4 <strong>Essays at this level:</strong> exhibit clear, purposeful organization; skillfully link ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases; use grade-appropriate, stylistically sophisticated language and domain-specific vocabulary; provide a concluding statement that follows clearly from the topic and information presented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONTROL OF CONVENTIONS:</strong> the extent to which the essay demonstrates command of the conventions of standard English grammar, usage, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling</td>
<td>W.2 L.1 L.2</td>
<td>4 <strong>Essays at this level:</strong> demonstrate grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- If the prompt requires two texts and the student only references one text, the response can be scored no higher than a 2.
- If the student writes only a personal response and makes no reference to the text(s), the response can be scored no higher than a 1.
- Responses totally unrelated to the topic, illegible, or incoherent should be given a 0.
- A response totally copied from the text(s) with no original student writing should be scored a 0.
- Condition Code A01 is applied whenever a student who is present for a test session leaves an entire constructed-response question in that session completely blank (no response attempted).
The California Gold Rush started in 1848 after gold was first found near Sacramento, California. It lasted through 1855. Many prospectors, or people hoping to become wealthy by finding gold, made the trip. These prospectors were also called forty-niners because so many of them came to California in 1849.

Rushing West

by Joan Holub

1 There were three main ways to get to California from the eastern United States. Each way was hard and dangerous. In 1848 and 1849, about forty-one thousand people went by sea in 697 ships. About forty-eight thousand went overland.

2 Going overland was the cheapest way. To stay safe, travelers formed groups called wagon trains. Trails were rugged, so wagons pulled by oxen went slowly. If you walked, you could keep up with the wagons. But your shoes wore out fast, and your feet would get awfully sore.

3 Wagons crossed rivers, prairies, deserts, and steep mountains on the trip. West of Ohio, the country was mostly unsettled. There were no people or houses for many miles around.

4 It took seven months to get to California from East Coast cities such as New York. Two other major starting points were the Missouri cities of St. Joseph and Independence. From the Midwest, the trip was two thousand miles long and took five months. The Oregon, California, and Santa Fe Trails were the most popular wagon routes to the West.
Most overland travelers made it to California if they stayed on schedule. They had to leave Missouri by the end of April in order to make it through the Sierra Nevada mountains before winter came. Otherwise, they might get trapped in the snow.

Many "overlanders" faced plenty of problems. Like accidents and snakebites. Or running out of food and water. Or broken wagons and injured oxen. Cholera was caused by drinking water polluted by bacteria. It killed 1,500 travelers in 1849.

Prospectors who could afford it went to California by sea. They paid fares of $200 to $1,000. Going by ship was faster than traveling by wagon train.

There were two main sea routes from the East Coast. Both usually sailed southward on the Atlantic Ocean from New York or Boston.

The longer route went around Cape Horn. That's at the southern tip of South America. From there, ships sailed north on the Pacific Ocean to San Francisco. This route was almost 15,000 miles long. It usually took five or six months to complete the journey. Fast clipper ships like the Flying Cloud could make the trip in three months. But there weren't enough of them to take everyone who wanted to go.

The shorter sea route (only 5,300 miles) went down the Atlantic coastline only as far as the Isthmus of Panama. The isthmus was a fifty-mile-wide strip of land connecting North America and South America. The east coast of Panama is on the Atlantic Ocean. Its west coast is on the Pacific.

At the isthmus, passengers got off their ships. They went forty miles up Panama's Chagres River in wooden canoes. Then, they traveled on mules through a jungle to Panama City on the Pacific side. There were wild animals such as crocodiles and monkeys in the jungle. Panama is near the equator. It was hot and humid. Some travelers caught diseases such as malaria and yellow fever from mosquitoes.
If all went well, the trip across the isthmus took only six weeks. However, prospectors might have to wait weeks in Panama City before a ship would arrive that was bound for San Francisco.

Today, traveling by ship often means enjoying a floating vacation. But life aboard a ship in the 1840s and 1850s was very different. The food had bugs and mold. The drinking water wasn't always clean. Sometimes ships ran out of both before the trip was over. There were rats on board. If passengers were injured or sick, they were on their own. There might not be a doctor to help them. There were terrible storms, especially near Cape Horn. Some ships sank.

Still, ships left for California almost every day in 1849. Shipping companies advertised all around the world for passengers. This fueled gold fever in faraway places such as China, Australia, and Europe. But the ads didn't mention the problems passengers would face on the voyage.

Many prospectors kept diaries and sent letters home. A man named S. Shufelt, who sailed from New York to California in 1849, wrote in a letter to his cousin, "I have left those that I love as my own life behind & risked every thing and endured many hardships to get here, & I want to make enough to live easier & do some good with, before I return."

Like all forty-niners, he hoped his struggles would pay off. In gold!
Possible Exemplary Response:
The first map contributes to the understanding of “Rushing West” because it shows how people traveled overland to get gold. The map shows two major starting points, St. Joseph and Independence. There are also lines showing the trails from these cities to Oregon and California. These parts of the map show the routes they took.

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
How does the first map contribute to the understanding of “Rushing West”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The first map contributes to the understanding of “Rushing West” by explaining the start points and the trails. “The Oregon, California, and Santa Fe Trails were the most popular wagon routes to the west.” “Two other major starting points were the Missouri cities of St. Joseph and Independence.” In conclusion, the first map contribute to the understanding of “Rush West” by explaining the start point and the trails.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the first map contributes to the understanding of “Rushing West” (by explaining the start point and the trails). The response provides a sufficient number of details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“The Oregon, California, and Santa Fe Trails were the most popular wagon routes to the west” and other major starting point were the Missouri cities of St. Joseph and Independence”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the first map contribute to the understanding of “Rushing West”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The first map contributes to the understanding of “Rushing West” because it shows how it might be a long or short trip on the Oregon Trail, California Trail, or the Santa Fe Trail. In the story, it said it took 7 months to get to California from East Coast cities such as New York! The story also said that overland was the cheapest way, but the map shows it was also the longest.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the first map contributes to the understanding of “Rushing West” (it shows how it might be a long or short trip on the Oregon Trail, California Trail or the Santa Fe Trail). The response provides a sufficient number of details from the text for support as required by the prompt (it took 7 months to get to California from East Coast cities such as New York and overland was the cheapest way, but the map shows it was also the longest). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the first map contribute to the understanding of “Rushing West”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The map contributes to the understanding of Rushing West because it shows the path also it show the three paths it says “It takes 7 months to get to California from to East Coast cities such as New York! Also it said “California and Oregon are the most popular paths.” And it shows it in the map.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the first map contributes to the understanding of “Rushing West” (it shows the path also it show the three paths). The response provides a sufficient number of details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“It takes 7 months to get to California from to East Coast cities” and “California and Oregon are the most popular paths”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the first map contribute to the understanding of “Rushing West”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

In the story “rushing west,” the first map contributes to the understanding of “rushing west” by showing in the map that it was hard to travel in 1849 because in the text it says, “Each way was hard and dangerous.” Another reason why is because in the text it says, “It took months.”

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the first map contributes to the understanding of “Rushing West” (by showing in the map that it was hard to travel in 1849); however, the response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“Each way was hard and dangerous”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the first map contribute to the understanding of “Rushing West”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

In 1848 and 1849, about forty-one thousand people went by sea in 697 ships. About forty-eight thousand went overland.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

While this response includes one relevant detail from the text to develop the response (Forty-eight thousand went overland), no valid inference from the text is provided.
How does the first map contribute to the understanding of “Rushing West”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

It helped me understand because it showed the roots they took.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the first map contributes to the understanding of “Rushing West” (because it showed the roots they took); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt.
How does the first map contribute to the understanding of “Rushing West”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The first map tells you where to find Rushing West. Also, the map tells you how to get to Rushing West.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the task (where to find Rushing west).
Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the task (the first map is because they found it first).
Possible Exemplary Response:
The letter is included in paragraph 15 of “Rushing West” because it shows why people chose to make the long and dangerous trip. Making the trip means a lot to the letter writer because he wrote that he left people he loved and risked everything just to do it. He also wants to make money, like all the other travelers, so he has an easier life.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the letter is included in paragraph 15 of “Rushing West” (to show how much people wanted the gold). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“I have left those that I love as my own life behind and risked every thing and endured many hardships to get here” and “I want to make enough to live easier and do some good with, before I return”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the letter is included in paragraph 15 of “Rushing West” (the author wanted to show how hard it was to go from the east to the west). This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (Many people got diseases and died and A lot of people missed the family just like S. Shufelt). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Why is the letter included in paragraph 15 of "Rushing West"? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The letter is included because it shows how people risked their lives just to find gold. For example, Shufelt said he hoped his struggles would pay off with gold. Additionally, people also had to leave behind the ones they loved the most just to find gold and a better life.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the letter is included in paragraph 15 of "Rushing West" (it shows how people risked their lives just to find gold). This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (Shufelt said he hoped his struggles would pay off with gold and people also had to leave behind the ones they loved the most just to find gold and a better life). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Why is the letter included in paragraph 15 of "Rushing West"? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Because the author wanted to give an example of a prospector that kept a diary/wrote letters. For example, paragraph 15 says “Many prospectors kept diaries and sent letters home.” Also, paragraph 15 says the man wrote a letter.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the letter is included in paragraph 15 of “Rushing West” (the author wanted to give an example of a prospector that kept a diary/wrote letters); however, the response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“Many prospectors kept diaries and sent letters home”).
Why is the letter included in paragraph 15 of “Rushing West”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The letter is included in paragraph 15 because S. Shufelt wrote a letter to tell his cousin how he feels. Another reason is to tell his cousin how brave he was to leave his family and risk everything.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides two valid inferences from the text to explain why the letter is included in paragraph 15 of “Rushing West” (because S. Shufelt wrote a letter to tell his cousin how he feels and to tell his cousin how brave he was to leave his family and risk every thing); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Why is the letter included in paragraph 15 of "Rushing West"? Use two details from the article to support your response.

That letter was by S. Shufelt and letter was for his cousin and it was about his life that he did with the people, also he said to his cousin, I will return back.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response is a mostly literal recounting of details from the text (that letter was by S. Shufelt and letter was for his cousin and it was about his life that he did with the people and also he said to his cousin, I will return back); however, no valid inference is provided.
Why is the letter included in paragraph 15 of “Rushing West”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The reason why it's called Rushing West is because they were rushing to get to Colofonia and they had to Sale west.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The reason why it's called Rushing West is because they were rushing to get to Colofonia and they had to Sale west).
Why is the letter included in paragraph 15 of “Rushing West”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

S. Shufelt wrote a letter in 1849. He was talking about his family.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (S. Shufelt wrote a letter in 1849. He was talking about his family).
Jack, a Border collie, was born on a sheep ranch owned by people named Bob and Ellen. Jack loves his life on the ranch and has been working hard to prove to Bob that he's ready to join his dad, as well as Old Dex and the other dogs, out in the field with the sheep.

Excerpt from Sheep
by Valerie Hobbs

1 The air was clean and cold and filled with what I had no name for. Excitement is probably what you'd call it. But it was more than that, though I didn't know it then. I figured if all we did was ride out to where the world ended and back again, well, that would be enough for me.

2 That was before I saw the sheep. Sheep everywhere! The truck stopped, and they closed in all around us like a big gray woolly blanket, bawling and baaing, stinking like, well, like sheep. Bob hopped down out of the cab and pushed his way through them to the back of the truck. When he lowered the tailgate, the fellas jumped down, working the sheep the minute they hit the ground, rounding them up without even trying.

3 I hung back, a little soft in the belly, if you know what I mean. Nervous. They were bigger than I was, every last one, and so many I couldn't count them, more sheep than I thought there were in the whole wide world.

4 Well, you didn't have to count them, though I didn't know it then. You just sort of felt them, Dad said. That was how you knew when one went missing. You felt it somewhere inside you. Sounded crazy to me. The smell was bad enough. But feeling sheep? I didn't like the sound of that. I figured if worst came to worst, and the sheep wouldn't do what I wanted, well, I'd just bite them. But I learned soon enough that wasn't the way. Only as a last resort would a dog bite a sheep.

5 You should have seen Dad and Old Dex, how they got those woolly guys all moving in the same direction. You could tell the sheep didn't like it. They'd have to run a little, which they hated, so they grumbled the whole time. One old ewe really had her back up. She turned, frowned at the dogs, and tried to hold her
ground. It came down to her and Old Dex then, him with his snout low, ready to leap left or right. And that eye he gave her! It made you shiver just to watch.

6 The old lady just couldn't hold out against that eye. She gave Old Dex one last haughty look, then turned away and trotted off after the others, her fat little tail between her legs.

7 I ran back and forth, trying to look like I knew what I was doing, practicing my sheep eye. The sheep ignored me, like I was a pesky fly. After a while Dad told me to calm down, but I couldn't. I'd gotten a taste of what life was all about, and I didn't want to miss a second of it.

8 “Keep your eye on Old Dex,” Dad said. “You've got a chance to learn from a master.” And so I did. Wherever Old Dex went, that was where I'd try to be. But it wasn't easy. One second he'd be racing full out alongside the flock, then he'd stop, ears up, and cut the other way. Bob would call an order from a long way off, telling you what he wanted, and you had to do it right then. It was tricky, but when you got the sheep going the way they were supposed to, like a big muddy gray river rolling across the land, you were happy inside. It was better than a good meal, better than a rubdown, even better than Mom saying you were her own best boy (well, she said it to my brothers, too, I know she did). When the sheep were right, you had that deep down good feeling that you were making a difference. You were doing what you were meant to do, what you believed in, what you were really good at.

9 I'll tell you, nothing in the world is better than that.

10 The day came to an end too soon for me. We all bounded back up into the truck, and as the land took that last lick of the sun, we headed home. I'd learned more than my head could hold. I knew for certain my purpose in this life, and I was ready to do it, flat out, with all my heart.
EXEMPLARY RESPONSE

Jack’s feelings about the sheep change at different times in the story. When do his feelings change? Why do his feelings change? Use details from the story to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
• explain when Jack’s feelings about the sheep change in the story
• explain why Jack’s feelings change
• use details from the story to support your response
**Possible Exemplary Response:**

Jack’s feelings about the sheep change in the beginning, the middle and the end of the story. He starts out nervous, then gains confidence and finally is happy and proud.

The first time Jack’s feelings about the sheep change is when the sheep are let off the truck. Before he sees the sheep, he is excited about just riding around all day. But, then the sheep make him nervous as they leave the truck because there are so many of them, and they are bigger than him.

In the middle of the story, Jack starts to feel confident around the sheep instead of nervous. He doesn’t want to “feel” sheep, like his dad suggests. Jack thinks that sounds crazy, and figures he’ll just bite them if he needs to. Later on he runs around the sheep, “trying to look like I knew what I was doing.”

By the end of the story, he feels happy and proud being around the sheep. When he finally learns how to get the sheep going where he wants, the text says he feels “happy inside.” He also feels like he is making a difference by helping the ranchers with the sheep. He even says he knows now what his purpose is in life, to keep the sheep in order. It’s amazing he learns all of this in one day, going from being nervous to feeling really happy.

**Possible Details to Include:**

- Other relevant text-based details

**Score Points:**

Apply 4-point holistic rubric.
Jack's feelings change about the sheep in paragraph 8. In the text, I read that in the beginning of the story Jack thought there were a lot of sheep. They were bigger than him. This made him nervous. Starting in paragraph 8, Jack's feelings start to change. In paragraph 8, I read that that's when Jack starts learning how to move the sheep.

Jack's feelings about the sheep change. I read that Jack had a
Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows logically from the task and purpose (Jack’s feelings change about the sheep in paragraph 8). This response demonstrates insightful analysis (I can infer that Jack would eventually work with the sheep like his dad and Old Dex). The topic is developed with concrete details and quotations (They are bigger than him, This made him nervous, and I read that Jack felt like he was doing what he was meant to do). This response exhibits clear organization and skillfully links ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (Starting in paragraph 8, This shows, I also read). The concluding statement follows clearly from the topic and information presented (Jack’s feelings changed because in the beginning Jack was nervous. At the end Jack knew his purpose was to tend the sheep). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with few errors.
Jack's feelings about the sheep change at different times in the story. When do his feelings change? Why do his feelings change? Use details from the story to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain when Jack's feelings about the sheep change in the story
- explain why Jack's feelings change
- use details from the story to support your response

Jack's feelings about the sheep change at different times in the story. Jack's feelings about the sheep change because when he was riding in the truck he was excited but then he saw the sheep so he wasn't excited anymore. For example, Jack was excited but then he saw a bunch of sheep and got really nervous. Also, he tried giving the sheep "sheep eye" which means like a mean look, to round them up. When he tried giving them "sheep eye" while he was trying to herd the sheep, he kind
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows logically from the task and purpose (Jacks’ feelings about the sheep change at different times in the story). The topic is developed with concrete details and quotations (For example, Jack was excited, but then he saw a bunch of sheep and got really nervous, he tried giving the sheep “sheep eye”, and he got frustrated because they didn’t even look at him). This response exhibits clear organization and skillfully links ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (For example, Also, As you can see). This response provides a concluding statement that follows clearly from the topic and information presented (As you can see, Jack’s feelings change a lot in the story). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with few errors.
Jack's feelings change so much in the story. They change so much you can't count them. So, because of that, right now I'm going to explain Jack's feelings from top to bottom. Let's begin!

Jack gets exited because he finally gets to work with Bob and Old Dex, who is a dog. Jack will help out move sheep out of the way. While doing this he gets nervous because it's his first time doing this job in the
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (Jack’s feelings change so much in the story . . . right now I’m going to explain Jack’s feelings from top to bottom). The topic is developed with concrete details and quotations (Jack gets exited because he finally gets to work with Bob and Old Dex, his stomach feels soft, and Jack trys to be brave enough to do this glare to the sheep, but the sheep ignored his). This response exhibits clear organization and skillfully links ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (So, because of that, as said in the story); however, no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with few errors (trys, exited, botton).
In the story “Excerpt from Sheep,” Jack’s feelings change about the sheep. His feelings change when he’s trying to get a better sheep eye. You can tell because the text says you were doing what you were meant to do, what you believed in, what you were really good at. His feelings change because he keeps trying harder and he cares more about being a better sheep dog. You can tell because the text says he ran back and forth trying to look like he knew what he was doing after a while Dad told me to calm down I couldn’t. This is how Jack’s feeling’s change in the story.
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (Jack’s feelings change about the sheep, and His feelings change when he’s trying to get a better sheep eye). This response demonstrates grade-appropriate comprehension and analysis of the text (His feelings change because he keeps trying harder and he cares more about being a better sheep dog). The topic is developed with concrete details (You were doing what you were meant to do, he ran back and forth trying to look like he knew what he was doing, and Dad told me to calm down). This response exhibits clear organization and provides a concluding statement that follows from the topic and information presented (This is how Jack’s feelings change in the story). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (fourth and know what he was doing after a while Dad told me to calm down I couldn’t).
Jack's feelings about the sheep change at different times in the story. When do his feelings change? Why do his feelings change? Use details from the story to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain when Jack's feelings about the sheep change in the story
- explain why Jack's feelings change
- use details from the story to support your response

In "Except from Sleep," Jack's feelings about the sheep change in the story because when he saw Dad and Old Dex rounding up the sheep, Jack was inspired. I know this because in the beginning, it says, 'I figured if all we did was ride out to where the world ended and back again, that would be enough for me. At the end it says, I was ready to do it flat out, with all my heart. That's how Jack's feelings change about sheep. Jack's feelings change in the
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (Jack’s feelings about the sheep change in the story because when he saw Dad and Old Dex rounding up the sheep Jack was inspired). The topic is developed with details and quotations or other information from the text (I figured if all we did was ride out to where the world ended and back again, that would be enough for me, I was ready to do it, flat out, with all my heart, and “you should have seen Dad and Old Dex how they got those wolly guys all moving in the same direction”). The response exhibits clear organization, links ideas using grade-appropriate phrases (As you can see and I know this because). The concluding statement follows from the topic and information presented (In the middle of the story Jack changes his mind about the sheep). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with few errors (wolly).
Jack's feelings about the sheep change at different times in the story. When do his feelings change? Why do his feelings change? Use details from the story to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain when Jack's feelings about the sheep change in the story
- explain why Jack's feelings change
- use details from the story to support your response

Ja Jack's feelings change because he didn't like the sheep. For example, he didn't like the sheep because it smelled bad. Also, the sheep didn't do what Jack wanted. At the end, Jack started liking the sheep. Also, he's say when the sheep is right you get the feeling that it's going to make a difference. This shows
that Jack's feelings change because at first Jack didn't like the sheep but now he does.

Score Point 3 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (Jack’s feelings change because he didn’t like the sheep). The topic is developed with details, quotations or other information from the text (didn’t like the sheep because it smelled bad, and when the sheep is right you get the feeling that it’s going to make a difference). This response exhibits clear organization and a concluding statement is provided (Jack’s feelings change because at first Jack didn’t like the sheep but now he does). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with few errors.
Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (Jack’s feelings about the sheep change at different times in the story “Excerpts from sheep”). The response is partially developed from the topic of the essay with the use of some textual evidence (When Jack is giving the sheep the eye, he feels very excited his dad told him to calm down, but he couldn’t). This response exhibits some attempt at organization and provides a concluding statement (That’s when Jack’s feelings change and why Jack’s feelings change about his life in “Excerpts From Sheep”). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (“Excerpts from sheep”, Jack’s, lifes).
His feelings changed from not really caring to I am going to do this at the end of paragraph eight. His feelings changed because he learned how to herd sheep. “I figured if worst came to worst, and the sheep wouldn’t do what I wanted, I’d just bite them,” and “I knew for certain my purpose in this life and I was ready to do it, flat out, with all my heart” are in the text and support this.

Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (His feelings changed from not really caring to I am going to do this at the end of paragraph eight). The response is developed with the use of some details and quotations from the text (he learned how to herd sheep, “I figured if worst came to worst, and the sheep wouldn’t do what I wanted, I’d just bite them” and “I knew for certain my purpose in this life and I was ready to do it, flat out, with all my heart”). This response exhibits some attempt at organization; however, a concluding statement is not provided. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with few errors.
Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (Jack’s feelings about the sheep change in the story). The response is partially developed from the topic of the essay with the use of some textual evidence (“And that eye Old Dex gave the sheep! and “I had the feeling you were doing what you meant to do, you believed in it and was good at it”). This response exhibits little attempt at organization, lacks the use of linking words and phrases, and does not provide a concluding statement. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (beileved and was).
Jack's feelings about the sheep change when he did not have to count the sheep, he just felt them. Jack's feelings change because his dad told he did not have to count the sheep but have feelings and feel them. So that's why his feelings change.

Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that does not logically follow from the task and purpose (Jack’s feelings about the sheep change when he did not have to count the sheep, he just felt them). The response demonstrates an attempt to use evidence, but only develops the idea with minimal evidence (his dad told he did not have to count the sheep but have feelings and feel them). This response exhibits little attempt at organization and does not provide a concluding statement. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with some errors that do not hinder comprehension (his dad told he did not have to count the sheep).
This response introduces the topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (Jack feeling about the sheep changed); however, the response demonstrates little understanding of the text (because of the dog the sheep had to go to the doctor and the doctor said we cant tell that it hurts). The response demonstrates an attempt to use evidence, but develops the ideas with minimal evidence (I knew for certain my purpose in this life, and I was ready to do it). The response exhibits little attempt at organization and no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with occasional errors (Jack feeling, last report, cant, felling).
Jack's feelings have changed because of what happened. I don't know why his feelings changed. Jack's feelings because of all the sheep and Old Dex and stuff like that. Jack's dad said to keep an eye on Old Dex. You've got a chance to learn from a master. And so he did. Whenever ever Old Dex went, that is what he tried to be. But it wasn't easy. One second he'd be racing full out alongside the flock, then he'd stop, ears up, and cut the other way.
This response demonstrates little understanding of the text (Jacks feelings have change because of whats happened and I don’t know why his feelings change). The response demonstrates an attempt to use evidence, but only develops ideas with minimal evidence which is generally irrelevant (Jack’s dad said to keep an eye on Old Dex. You’ve got a chance to learn from a master). The response exhibits little attempt at organization and no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (Jacks, whats, have change, hed)
Jack's feelings about the sheep change at different times in the story. When do his feelings change? Why do his feelings change? Use details from the story to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain when Jack's feelings about the sheep change in the story
- explain why Jack's feelings change
- use details from the story to support your response

Jack's feelings about the sheep change in the story is because the sheep spied on Old Dex. In the text it said "keep your eye on old dex, dad said"; Jack's dad is defending his son Jack. His dad told someone to spy on someone to find Jack. Jack's feelings change by his dad telling someone to spy on old dex. Jack was surprised that his dad told somebody to spy on old dex. I think dad was brave because he told somebody that.

As you can see, these are examples why his feeling changed.
GUIDE PAPER 13b

Score Point 0 (out of 4 points)

This response demonstrates a lack of comprehension of the text or task (Jacks dad is defendind his son Jack his dad told him to spy on someone). The response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence which is generally irrelevant (“Keep your eye on Old Dex, dad said”). The response exhibits little attempt at organization and no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with occasional errors (Jacks, dex, defendind).
Score Point 0 (out of 4 points)

This response demonstrates a lack of comprehension of the text (Jack feeling change because when he see sheep he like sheep). The response provides no evidence. The response exhibits little attempt at organization and provides a concluding statement that is illogical (That is why Jacks feeling chage). This response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (Jack feeling, he see sheep, chage).
This story takes place in Seoul, Korea, in 1473.

The Kite Fighters

by Linda Sue Park

Young-sup watched as his older brother, Kee-sup, ran down the hill with the kite trailing behind him. The kite bumped and skittered along the ground, but if Kee-sup got up enough speed, it sometimes caught a low puff of wind and rose into the air.

Sometimes.

Not very often.

Every tenth try or so.

In the air the kite would hold steady for several moments, then dive without warning. Kee-sup ran in different directions, pulling desperately on the line, but to no avail. The kite always ended up on the ground with its twin “feet” crumpled beneath it, looking, Young-sup thought, both angry and ashamed.

Young-sup watched silently. He did not bother to ask for a turn; Kee-sup would offer when he was ready. It was his kite, after all.

Kee-sup had been given the kite as a birthday present several days before, as part of the New Year celebration. The New Year was everyone’s birthday. It didn’t matter on which date you were born; you added a year to your age at the New Year holiday.

Young-sup’s gift had been a yut set. Normally, he would have been delighted to receive the popular board game, with its little carved men. But when they opened their gifts, his first feeling was one of envy.

His brother’s kite was wonderful. It had been purchased from Kite Seller Chung, who made the finest kites in the marketplace. Two huge eyes were painted on it, to help it see its way clear into the skies; heavy eyebrows made it look fierce and determined. Young-sup had to swallow hard to hold back his jealous words.
It hadn’t helped that Kee-sup had left immediately to fly the kite on his own.
Young-sup had begged and pleaded and pestered for days, and today, at last, Kee-
sup had invited him to the hillside to fly.

The snow-dusted hill on which the brothers stood stretched down toward the
great wall that surrounded Seoul. The road that wound around the base of the hill
led to one of the city’s nine enormous gates. Beyond the wall Young-sup could
see hundreds of rooftops, huddled together and crouched low to the ground, as
if bowing to the palace at the center of the city. The grand tiled roofs of the royal
palace stood out in graceful curved splendor. No other structure was permitted to
rise higher.

Young-sup continued watching in silence as the kite took yet another dive and
crashed. At last Kee-sup handed it over. Young-sup felt a river of eagerness surge
through him as he took it.

He had decided to try a different technique. Holding the kite at arm’s length in
one hand and the reel in the other, he threw the kite up into the air.

It came straight down and would have hit him on the head if he hadn’t dodged
out of the way.

“I tried that before,” said Kee-sup. “A hundred times. It never works.”

Young-sup picked up the kite. In that brief moment he had felt why it would
not fly.

On only his second try he launched the kite from a complete standstill.

Kee-sup’s jaw dropped. “Hey! How did you do that?”

Young-sup shrugged, not wanting to display too much pride. “I’ll show you,”
said he. For he knew in his bones that he could do it again.

The kite flew proudly. Young-sup let it play for a few moments, thrilled at the
pull on the line in his hands. Bringing in an arm’s length of line, he experimented,
plying it to and fro. The kite made graceful figure eights, swooping and dipping
like a playful fish. Then Young-sup reeled in, keeping control until the kite floated
just overhead. He gave the line a final, gentle tweak, and the kite drifted to the
ground.
Young-sup picked it up and began to demonstrate. "First, you let out some line, not too much but enough to give it a little slack." Holding the middle of the kite in one hand with his arm outstretched, he turned his body slightly. "Then you must stand with the strength of the wind at your back, and hold the kite like so. There will come a moment when the wind is just right. That's when you throw the kite into the air and allow it to take up the extra line."

Young-sup waited a few moments. Then, as if obeying his words, the kite leaped and rose to stretch the line taut. It was as if an invisible hand had pulled the kite into the air.

He brought it down again and handed Kee-sup the reel. "Now you try."
What is the main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 of “The Kite Fighters”? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Possible Exemplary Response:
The main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 is Young-sup is jealous of his brother’s New Year gift, a kite. In paragraph 8, it says that Young-sup would usually have been happy with his gift of a game, but “his first feeling was one of envy” when they got their presents. He also had to “hold back his jealous words” when he saw his brother’s kite.

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
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What is the main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 of “The Kite Fighters”? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 is that Kee-sup gets a kite as a birthday present several days before. Young-sup is jealous of Kee-sup's kite. In the passage Young-sup says, "His brother's kite was wonderful. It had been purchased from Kite Seller Chung, who made the finest kites in the marketplace. Two huge eyes were painted on it, to help see its way clear into the skies; heavy eyebrows made it look fierce and determined. Young-sup had to swallow hard to hold back his jealous words.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain the main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 (Young-sup is jealous of Kee-sup's kite). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (His brother's kite was wonderful and Young-sup had to swallow hard to hold back his jealous words). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is the main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 of “The Kite Fighters”? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The main idea is that Kee-sup had gotten a kite for New Year’s. Young-sup had gotten a board game. Young-sup liked Kee-sup’s birthday present much better, but he held back his jealous words. Normally, he would have been delighted to receive the popular board game, with its little carved men, but when they opened their gifts, Young-sup’s first feeling was envy. Mostly, paragraphs 7-9 were about New Year’s Night and how they got their gifts.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain the main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 (Young-sup liked Kee-sup’s birthday present much better). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (he held back his jealous words and Normally, he would have been delighted to receive the popular board game, with its little carved men). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is the main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 of “The Kite Fighters”? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 is that Young-sup was jealous that Kee-sup got a kite and he didn’t. Two details are “his brother’s kite was wonderful” and “Young-sup had to swallow hard to hold back his jealous words.”

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain the main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 (Young-sup was jealous that Kee-sup got a kite and he didn’t). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“his brother’s kite was wonderful” and “Young-sup had to swallow hard to hold back his jealous words”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is the main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 of “The Kite Fighters”? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The main idea is that Kee-sup got a kite and he was talking about the colors and the eyes of the kite. Also it talks about how he really likes it.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
This response provides one relevant detail (Kee-sup got a kite); however, no valid inference from the text is provided.
What is the main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 of “The Kite Fighters”? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The main idea is about how Young-sup is jealous of Kee-sup.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain the main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 (Young-sup is jealous of Kee-sup); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt.
What is the main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 of “The Kite Fighters”? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The main idea of paragraph 7 is that Kee Sup had been given a kite few days ago. Now the main idea in paragraph 8 is that Young-sup’s gift was bad. For example, in his present he is to post to get something delightful but he got something bad. The main idea in paragraph 9 is that his brother got all of those good things and he feels jealous of his brother. These are the main ideas of paragraphs 7 through 9 of “The Kite Fighters.”

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference (he feel jelous of his brother); however, the response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (Kee Sup had been given a Kite few days ago).
What is the main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 of “The Kite Fighters”? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The main idea is the whole paragraph in 7 through 9.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The main idea is the whole paragraph in 7 though 9).
What is the main idea of paragraphs 7 through 9 of “The Kite Fighters”? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Someone

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (someone).
Which character trait most helps Young-sup fly the kite? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Possible Exemplary Response:
The character trait that helps Young-sup fly the kite is patience. He “continued watching in silence” as his brother is unable to fly the kite again and again. Young-sup really wants to fly the kite, but he doesn’t ask, waiting nicely until his brother offers Young-sup a turn.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
Which character trait most helps Young-sup fly the kite? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Young-sup realized how to fly the kite. One character trait that helped him was his eagerness, because he wanted so badly to fly the kite. He tried and tried. In the story it says he felt a river of eagerness surge through him. Young-sup also had knowledge. He finally realized what he was doing wrong. It says he felt why it wouldn't fly.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain which character trait most helps Young-sup fly the kite (One character trait that helped him was his eagerness, because he wanted so badly to fly the kite). The response provides a sufficient number of details and other information from the text for support as required by the prompt (he felt a river of eagerness surge through him and he tried and triered). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Which character trait most helps Young-sup fly the kite? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The character trait Young-sup had to fly the kite is confidence. I know this because in the passage Kee-sup said “I tried that before. A hundred times. It never works.” Young-sup still didn’t give up. Young-sup tried different technique to get the kite in the air. Then, he got it in the air.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain which character trait most helps Young-sup fly the kite (The character trait Young-sup had to fly the kite is confidence). The response provides a sufficient number of details and other information from the text for support as required by the prompt (Kee-sup said “I tried that before. A hundred times. It never works”. Young-sup still didn’t give up” and Young-sup tried different technique to get the kite in the air). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain which character trait most helps Young-sup fly the kite (The character trait that helps the most is patience). The response provides a sufficient number of details and other information from the text for support as required by the prompt (he knew the kite would not work because Kee-sup tried every way and it did not work and “He did not bother to ask for a turn”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Which character trait most helps Young-sup fly the kite? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The character trait that most helps Young-sup fly the kite would be his knowledge. Young-sup knew that the technique that Kee-sup tried didn't work. So then Young-sup tried a different technique.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain which character trait most helps Young-sup fly the kite (knowledge); however, this response only provides one detail from the text for support (Young-sup knew that the technique that Kee-sup tried didn't work). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Which character trait most helps Young-sup fly the kite? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The most helpful trait is his jealously because he was jealous and wanted too show up his brother. He said he was very jealous and he wanted to try it but Kee-sup wouldn't let him so he wanted to do it better than him.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain which character trait most helps Young-sup fly the kite (he was jealous); however, this response only provides one detail from the text for support (Kee-sup wouldn’t let him so he wanted to do it better than him). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain which character trait most helps Young-sup fly the kite (Young-sup was patient); however, this response provides only one detail from the text for support (even when it didn't work Young-sup kept trying).
Which character trait most helps Young-sup fly the kite? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The helper.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The helper).
Which character trait most helps Young-sup fly the kite? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (Me).
Northern leopard frogs migrate twice per year in and out of lakes and ponds in Minnesota. This migration can be dangerous for the frogs so volunteers help carry them across the roads.

Beware of Frogs!

by Roxa Crowe

1  At the end of the long, dreary afternoon, banks of gray, ominous clouds hovered over Lake Independence in Minnesota. It was Halloween.

2  In the shadows of the oak trees stood two women and a boy. Rain splattered and soaked the dense accumulation of fallen leaves. Then it trailed off to a slow drizzle. Darkness sat down heavily on the Baker Park Reserve.

3  A soft thump sounded in the spongy leaves. First just one, then a second, a third... quiet bumps in the night.

4  “Sounds like the frogs are headed our way,” a hushed voice said.

5  Madeleine Linck and the two volunteers listened as the frogs approached the drift fence. Two and a half feet high, the fence of black plastic consisted of eight 100-foot lengths, staked down parallel to the highway. About every 30 to 50 feet along the fence, a five gallon plastic bucket was sunk in the ground and filled about one-third full with lake water.

6  Fall migration of the northern leopard frogs had begun. The frogs migrate twice a year. In the spring the frogs migrate out of the lake to the breeding ponds. In the fall they come back to the deep lake to hibernate on the bottom.

7  Bright lights flashed as a pickup truck hummed down County Road 19, which separates the marshes and woods from the lake. Frogs follow the same route in and out of the lake that they have for thousands of years. During each month-long migration period, the frogs face a high fatality rate on the highway. They also create a hazardous situation for motorists. Mashed frog bodies can be very slippery.

8  A quiet plop. The first frog had encountered the fence. It hopped along the edge looking for a way around it. A splash announced the frog had landed in one of the buckets. More splashes followed as the frogs tried to navigate the fence.
Linck swished her hand around in the cold bucket and pulled out a frog. She slipped it into her plastic pail and fished for another. Carrying her cargo of frogs across the road to the weeds near the edge of the lake, she tipped the pail on its side. Quiet rustlings told her that the frogs were slithering out into the grasses.

“They always know which way to go,” she said. “They never turn back and try to go the other way.”

The three people spent most of the night carrying more than 2,000 frogs across the road.

“That was the most frogs we ever had in one night,” Linck said. “Some nights we just get a few frogs, and on others we get several hundred.”

Linck, wildlife technician for the Three Rivers Park District in Plymouth, Minnesota, has organized the spring and fall frog ferry since 1994.

“Usually the juveniles come first in the fall,” she said. “They’re followed by the mature males and mature females. Females are the largest. You can tell a mature male by his swollen thumb pad which is really enlarged in the spring. The old frogs are the last. They wait until after the frost. Sometimes you can see them coming across the snow.”

Migration for these frogs is a ghoulish nightmare. The frog ferry is one way to temporarily solve the problem. Frog Crossing signs are helpful for warning drivers, and have been installed in a few areas in the eastern United States and western Europe.

Toad tunnels are another way of dealing with the problem. Drift fences guide the animals to the tunnels under the road, allowing them to cross safely.

“I hope the highway department considers putting in a bridge or a large box tunnel when they upgrade the road in a few years,” Linck added.

On dark, wet nights around Halloween, signs posted along County Road 19 say, “Beware of Frogs!” Although not accompanied by any trolls or goblins, the frogs can still be very dangerous.
EXEMPLARY RESPONSE

What feeling does the author create in paragraphs 1 and 2? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Possible Exemplary Response:
The author creates a feeling of sadness and gloom in paragraphs 1 and 2. For instance, the author uses words like “dreary”, “gray” and “darkness.” These words show that it’s a gloomy day and the mood is sad. The “ominous clouds” also create a feeling of sadness and make you think something bad might happen in the story.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
What feeling does the author create in paragraphs 1 and 2? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The feeling that the author have is that they feel like something bad is going to happen. For example, in paragraph 1 it says, "At the end of the afternoon banks of gray ominous clouds hovered over." Another example, it says, "Darkness sat heavily." This show that it is scary that day. I think there are going to be something bad happening.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain the feeling the author creates in paragraphs 1 and 2 (The feeling that the author have is that they feel like something bad is going to happen). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (At the end of the afternoon banks of gray ominous clouds hovered over and Darkness sat heavily). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain the feeling the author creates in paragraphs 1 and 2 (The feeling he creates is a scary feeling). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt ("banks of gray, ominous hovered over lake independence in Minnesota and "In the shadows of the oak tree stood two women and a boy"). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain the feeling the author creates in paragraphs 1 and 2 (The author create scaryness). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“At the end of a long, dreary afternoon” and “Darkness sat done heavily in Baker Park Reserve”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What feeling does the author create in paragraphs 1 and 2? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The feeling that the author has is that the weather is bad because he said that banks of gray, ominous clouds were headed their way. He also said that it slowly started to drizzle a little bit.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response is a mostly literal recounting of details from the text (the weather is bad because he said that banks of gray, ominous clouds were headed their way and it slowly started to drizzle a little bit). While the response provides some information from the text, no valid inference from the text is present.
What feeling does the author create in paragraphs 1 and 2? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (Clouds hovered over Lake Independence in Minnesota and It was Halloween); however, no valid inference from the text is provided.
Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain the feeling the author creates in paragraphs 1 and 2 (The feeling the author uses is scary and spooky); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt.
What feeling does the author create in paragraphs 1 and 2? Use two details from the article to support your response.

They feel like they need to take care of the frogs and toads that they put up to frog crossing sights.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (They feel like they need to take care of the frogs and toads).
What feeling does the author create in paragraphs 1 and 2? Use two details from the article to support your response.

One detail is that the 3 kids were trying to find frogs because of their noises. Another detail is that the author's feelings were happy or intertaining us all by saying "Beware of frogs!"

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (One detail is that the 3 kids were trying to find frogs because of their noises).
Possible Exemplary Response:
The main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18 is it’s dangerous for the frogs to migrate, but there are ways to make it safer. One way to help them cross the highway is the frog ferry. Another way to deal with the problem is to build toad tunnels under the highway.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
The main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18 is all about frogs migrating and crossing the road. It also is about ways to keep the frogs safe while crossing the road. The text states on paragraph 15 "The frog ferry is one way to temporarily solve the problem. Frog crossing signs are helpful for warning drivers." The text also states on paragraph 16 "Drift fences guide the animals to the tunnels under the road, allowing the to cross safely."

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain the main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18 (The main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18 is all about frogs migrating and crossing the road). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt ("The frog ferry is one way to temporarily solve the problem. Frog crossing signs are helpful for warning drivers" and "Drift fences guide the animals to the tunnels under the road, allowing the to cross safely"). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is the main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The main idea from paragraph 15-18 is ways frogs get across a dangerous highway. One way is the frog ferry. Another way is the "Toad Tunnel." That is what Paragraph 15-18 was about.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain the main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18 (The main idea from paragraphs 15-18 is ways frogs get across a dangerous highway). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (One way is the frog ferry and Another way is the “Toad Tunnel”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is the main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The main idea is about how there are many ways to help frogs. One example is toad tunnels. Also, there are frog crossing signs.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain the main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18 (The main idea is about how there are many ways to help frogs). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (One example is toad tunnels and there are frog crossing signs). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain the main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18 (Paragraphs 15 through 18 main idea was frogs getting across the road safely); however, the response provides only one concrete detail from the text for support (“Toad tunnels are another way of safely getting across the road”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is the main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The main idea of the Paragraphs 15 - 18 mean that there are tunnels for frogs so they can cross the road safely. And not also there are signns that say “Beawere of Frogs” to keep them safe.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response is a mostly literal recounting of details from the text (there are tunnels for frogs so they can cross the road safely and there are signns that say “Beawere of Frogs” to keep them safe); however, no valid inference from the text is provided as required by the prompt.
What is the main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The idea of paragraphs 15 and 18 is migrashon.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain the main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18 (the idea of paragraphs 15 and 18 is migrashon); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt.
What is the main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The leapored frogs migrates because in Spring leapred frogs migrate out of the lake to breed ponds. In the fall they come back to the deep lake to hardenate on the bottom.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The leapored frogs migrates because in Spring leapred frogs migrate out of the lake to breed ponds). The response addresses paragraph 6 rather than 15 through 18.
What is the main idea of paragraphs 15 through 18? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The main idea is about a frog and a tree

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The main idea is about a frog and a tree).
Earthwatch is a group of volunteers who study horned lizards in Arizona. The volunteers are helping us to know more about these lizards.

Looking Out for Lizards

by Deborah Churchman

1 There are 13 different species (kinds) of horned lizards. Most of them live in warm, dry places from southern Canada to Central America. (The species in this story is called the Texas horned lizard.) Scientists don't know much about any of them.

2 They do know that there seem to be fewer and fewer of these lizards around. People are building roads, houses, and malls in many of the places where the lizards once lived. Plus, some kinds of pesky ants may be pushing out the lizards' favorite food—harvester ants.

3 To save these lizards, people need to know a lot more about where they are and what they need. And that's why the Earthwatch group was helping to study them.

Wicked Cool

4 A horned lizard is one wicked-looking dude, with its sharp spikes and tough skin. But it's really a fat, harmless little creature with a slow, gentle way of life.

5 Horned lizards waddle around and scarf up ants—as many as 170 of them in one day. It takes a long time each day to catch that many ants—and a big, tough stomach to digest them.

6 That big stomach slows the lizard down. The lizard can't dash away from enemies, so it uses other tricks to stay safe.

7 For example, if a hawk flies overhead, the lizard flattens itself on the ground. That way it casts no shadow. (Shadows act as easy-to-see outlines.) The lizard's colors also help it blend into its sandy desert home.

8 If the lizard is attacked, it puffs up and hisses. And if the attack is from a fox or coyote, the lizard may shoot blood out of its eyes! Sounds pretty creepy, huh? Plus, the blood tastes really bad.
Even if the enemy does get hold of the lizard, those prickles make it tough prey to swallow. Yowch!

Looking for Lizards

The first thing the volunteers did to study horned lizards was find them. That’s a lot harder than you’d think! The Earthwatch volunteers had to walk around all day in the hot sun just to find 10. As they caught each one, they put it in a mesh bag to keep it safe. They also marked the place where it had been found.

They took the lizards back to the lab to weigh and measure them and put little backpacks on them. (The backpacks held tiny radio transmitters.) They gave each lizard a number and put the lizards back where they’d found them. The transmitters helped the volunteers find the lizards again a few days later. The volunteers used antennas to pick up beeps from the transmitters and follow them to the lizards.

Once they found the numbered lizards again, the volunteers spent four hours each day keeping track of each one. The volunteers had to be very careful not to bother the lizards. They wanted to see how each one normally acted. The volunteers wrote down what the lizards ate, when and where they ate it, and whether they hung out in the sun or shade.

Final Answers

Finally, the volunteers scooped up a lot of lizard droppings and took them back to the lab. There, they looked through a microscope to see what was in the droppings.

What they found were a lot of ant heads. If the volunteers looked carefully, they could figure out which species of harvester or other ants the lizards were eating. It was yucky work, but at least they were out of the sun!

On the last day, the volunteers caught all of their lizards again and took off the animals’ backpacks. Then they gently carried each one back to where it was found and set it free. It was sad to say goodbye. But it was good to know that their work helped scientists understand more about what horned lizards need. The more scientists know, the easier it will be for them to help save these gentle little creatures.
The Food Chain Gang

16 Texas horned lizards are part of a simple food chain. Plants such as mesquite (mess-KEET) grow seeds (1). Harvester ants eat the seeds (2). And horned lizards eat the harvester ants (3).

17 But when people move in, they often clear away the plants. That means fewer seeds to feed the ants—and fewer ants to feed horned lizards.
In the section “Looking for Lizards,” why are the tools the workers use to study the lizards important? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Possible Exemplary Response:
The tools the workers use to study the lizards are important because there aren’t very many lizards left, so they need to be careful and not hurt them. When the workers catch a lizard it is put in a mesh bag that keeps it safe. They don’t want to bother the lizards when they study them, so they put little backpacks with transmitters on the lizards. Then, the workers can follow and learn from the lizards, yet stay far away from them.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
In the section “Looking for Lizards,” why are the tools the workers use to study the lizards important? Use two details from the article to support your response.

In the section “Looking for Lizards,” the tools the workers use to study the lizards important because the tiny backpacks which held tiny radio transmitters and antennas help the workers to follow and learn more about the lizards. I say this because in the section “Looking for Lizards” paragraph two it says “The transmitters helped the volunteers find the lizards again a few days later. Also, it say in paragraph two it says “The volunteers used antennas to pick up beeps from the transmitters and follow them to the lizards.”

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides valid inferences from the text to explain why the tools the workers use to study the lizards are important (the tiny backpacks which held tiny radio transmitters and antennas help the workers to follow and learn more about the lizards). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“The transmitters helped the volunteers find the lizards again a few days later and “The volunteers used antennas and follow them to the lizards). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
In the section “Looking for Lizards,” why are the tools the workers use to study the lizards important? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The tools the workers use to study the lizards in “Looking for Lizards” are important because they help the workers see where and when and what the lizards ate and to follow them. I know this because in paragraph 11 it says “The volunteers used antennas to pick up beeps from the transmitters and follow them to the lizards.” And in paragraph 12 it says “The volunteers wrote down what the lizards ate, when and where they ate it.”

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides several valid inferences from the text to explain why the tools the workers use to study the lizards are important (because they help the workers see where and when and what the lizards ate and to follow them). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“The volunteers used antennas to pick up beeps from the transmitters and follow them to the lizards” and “The volunteers wrote down what the lizards ate, when and where they ate it”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
In the section “Looking for Lizards,” why are the tools the workers use to study the lizards important? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The tools are important because without the tools, they would not have been able to follow the lizard or learn about them. For example, without the transmitter, the workers couldn’t follow the lizards. Also, without the mesh bag, the lizards wouldn’t be kept safe.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the tools the workers use to study the lizards are important (because without the tools, they would not have been able to follow the lizard or learn about them). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (without the transmitter, the workers couldn’t follow the lizards and without the mesh bag, the lizards wouldn’t be kept safe). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
In the section “Looking for Lizards,” why are the tools the workers use to study the lizards important? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The tools the workers are important because the tools will help the workers get more information about them and help protect them.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the tools the workers use to study the lizards are important (because the tools will help the workers get more information about them and help protect them); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt.
In the section “Looking for Lizards,” why are the tools the workers use to study the lizards important? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The tools the workers use to study lizards are important so they can find the lizards, and so they can study it naturally.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
This response provides two valid inferences from the text to explain why the tools the workers use to study the lizards are important (so they can find the lizards, and so they can study it naturally); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt.
In the section “Looking for Lizards,” why are the tools the workers use to study the lizards important? Use two details from the article to support your response.

It's important because it helps scientists and us to know more about Horned lizards.

**Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)**

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the tools the workers use to study the lizards are important (*Because it helps scientists and us to know more about Horned lizards*); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt.
In the section “Looking for Lizards,” why are the tools the workers use to study the lizards important? Use two details from the article to support your response.

It's important because when a lizard would catch a prey by using their body tools.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (when a lizard would catch a prey by using their body tools).
In the section “Looking for Lizards,” why are the tools the workers use to study the lizards important? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Lizards can be found in Canada and America they also eat ents.

Most of lizards can be found in Canada.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (Lizards can be found in Canada and America they also eat ents).
Both articles focus on animals that need help. Why do these animals need help? How is the help these animals need similar and different in both articles? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain why the animals in both articles need help
- explain how the help these animals need is similar and different in both articles
- use details from both articles to support your response
Possible Exemplary Response:
Both articles, “Looking Out for Lizards” and “Beware of Frogs!” tell about animals that need help. The lizards and frogs both need help because their population is decreasing, but in different ways. Luckily though, they both are getting help. In some ways it’s similar, but in some ways it’s different.

Lizards and frogs need people to save them because they are decreasing. According to “Looking Out for Lizards,” “They do know that there seem to be fewer and fewer of these lizards around.” All of the building that people are doing is taking over where they once lived. So, scientists are trying to find out more about the lizards to help save them. The frogs are also losing their lives when they migrate as “they face a high fatality rate on the highway” when they try to cross. In “Beware of Frogs!” a wildlife technician and others are trying to help the frogs get across so they don’t get squished by cars.

The help these animals need is similar in some ways but different in others. For instance, both animals are dying because of humans. But, the ways humans are hurting them is different. The frogs are dying because people are running over them when they try to cross a highway two times a year. The lizards aren’t dying from cars, but from all of the houses and roads people are building. The building is ruining their homes and killing the plants that are needed for the ants the lizards eat, so they don’t have enough food. Another way they are the same, is that people are thinking of good ways to help without hurting the animals. The frogs have buckets filled with lake water so they feel at home and don’t get hurt when they jump inside. And, the lizards have mesh bags that keep them safe after they are caught by workers. However, the help the people are giving the animals is different. The volunteers are trying to help the frogs migrate and get across a dangerous road to safety. But, in the other text, the workers are just watching the lizards to learn more about them. Hopefully, what they learn will help them know what the lizards need to survive.

In conclusion, both animals need help because there are fewer and fewer of them. The help the lizards and frogs get is the same in some ways, yet different in others.

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 4-point holistic rubric.
Both articles focus on animals that need help. Why do these animals need help? How is the help these animals need similar and different in both articles? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain why the animals in both articles need help
- explain how the help these animals need is similar and different in both articles
- use details from both articles to support your response

Both articles focus on animals that need help. The help these animals need are similar and different. The animals from both articles need help. They need help because they are decreasing. According to the article “Beware of Frogs”, “Migration for frogs is a ghoulish nightmare.” According to the article “Looking Out For Lizards”, “They do know that there seems to be fewer and fewer lizards around.” Migration is hard for frogs and horned lizards are decreasing, and they need help to stay safe.

The help these animals need are similar and different. The help is similar because volunteers help these
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (*The animals from both articles need help*). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the texts (*They need help because they are decreasing*, *The help is similar because volunteers help these animals to stay safe* and *The ways people help are different*). The topic is developed with relevant, well-chosen details from the text (“*They do know that there seems to be fewer and fewer lizards around*”, volunteers track them and then bring them back to their lab to study them and *Then the release them with a tiny radio transmitter on the lizards*). The response exhibits clear, purposeful organization, links ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (*According to the article, For example, Then, In conclusion*). This response provides a concluding statement that follows clearly from the topic and information presented (*this is why these animals need help and why the help they receive are similar and different*). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with few errors (*recieve and voluntess*).
Both animals in the articles "Beware of Frogs!" and "Looking out for Lizards" need help. The frogs need help with migration, and scientists need to find out more about Horned Lizards.

In the story "Beware of Frogs!", several frogs need help migrating across treacherous roads. The roads are dangerous to frogs because cars could easily run them over. The story suggests several ways to help the frogs, such as the toad tunnel. Fences guide the frogs into a tunnel under the road.
allowing them to cross safely.

In the story “Looking out for Lizards,” scientists need to find out more about the rare horned lizard. A group of scientists found 10 horned lizards and put small tracking devices on them. The scientists watched and kept track of what the lizards did, which included what they ate, how they acted, and where they lived. The scientists even examined the lizards’ droppings!

The help these two animals needed is similar and different. It was similar because the help was provided by people in the form of some sort of machinery. It was different because the frogs were in a dangerous situation where the lizards just needed to be examined.

In conclusion, both of these animals needed help. The help was similar yet different.
Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (Both animals in the articles “Beware of Frogs” and “Looking out for Lizards” need help). This response demonstrates insightful comprehension and analysis of the texts (frogs need help migrating across treacherous roads. The roads are dangerous to frogs because cars could easily run them over, It was similar because the help was provided by people and It was different because the frogs were in a dangerous situation, where the lizard just needed to be examined). The topic is developed with relevant, well-chosen details from the text (The story suggests several ways to help the frogs, such as the toad tunnel and a group of scientists found 10 horned lizards, and put small tracking devices on them). The response exhibits clear, purposeful organization and provides a concluding statement that follows clearly from the topic and information presented (In conclusion, both of these animals needed help. The help was similar yet different, too). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with few errors.
The animals in both articles need help. But how do you help them? Read to find out.

The animals in the article both need help. The leopard frogs need help because they have to cross a highway to get to their hibernation lake. The horned lizards need help because we are building on land that mesquite grow seeds that carpender ants eat and horned lizards eat carpender ants. Their problems are different.
from each other but also the same. They both are dying because of it. But it's different because the horned lizard has a food problem. The leopard frog has to cross a road to get to its migration lake.

The help they are getting is alike and different because they are both being studied for the best way to help them. But they are very different too. Like the leopard frogs are being studied how to safely get them across the road. But horned lizard how to get food for it.

That is how these animal's problems are alike and different.
GUIDE PAPER 3c

Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (The animals in both articles need help). This response demonstrates insightful comprehension and analysis of the text (Their problems are different from each other but also the same. They both are dying because of it, they are both being studied for the best way to help them, and it’s different because the horned lizard has a food problem). The topic is developed with relevant, well-chosen details from the text (The horned lizards need help because we are building on land that misquite grow seed, The leopard frog has to cross a road to get to its migration lake and the leopard frogs are being studied how to safely get them across the road. But horned lizard how to get food for it). The response exhibits clear organization and provides a concluding statement that follows generally from the topic and information presented (That is how these animals problems are alike and different). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (misquite grow seed, carpendar, animals).
Both animals need help and the help they need are similar and different in “Looking out for lizards” and “Beware of frogs.”

The animals in both articles need help. For instance, the migration can be dangerous for frogs because they have to hop in the road. So volunteers help the frogs cross. Also in “Looking out for lizards,” there seem to be fewer and fewer lizards. People build malls and houses and roads where lizards once live. And some other
ants are pushing out harvester ants. The ants that the lizards eat, this proves why animals in both article need help.

The help these animals need are similar and different. According to the text, there are not a lot of lizards left. But in “Beware of frogs” they need help to migrate. They are similar because they both are getting protected. This shows how they’re similar and different.

Both animals need help, and people are helping. This makes me think one day there will be more lizards and the frogs will be protected.
This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (*Both animals need help and the help they need are similar and different*). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis (*migration can be dangerous for the frogs because they have to hop in the road, there seem to be fewer and fewer lizards, and They are similar because they both are getting protected*). The topic is partially developed with the use of some textual evidence (*volunteers help the frogs cross, People build malls and houses and roads where lizards once live and some other ants are pushing out harvester ants. The ants that the lizards eat*). The response exhibits clear organization, links ideas using grade-appropriate words and phrases (*According to the text, For instance*). A concluding statement follows from the topic and information presented (*Both animals need help and people are helping. This makes me think one day there will be more lizards and the frogs will be protected*). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (*According, once live, both article*).
Both articles focus on animals that need help. Why do these animals need help? How is the help these animals need similar and different in both articles? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
• explain why the animals in both articles need help
• explain how the help these animals need is similar and different in both articles
• use details from both articles to support your response

Animals in both articles need help because the northern leopard frog can get squished from cars when they migrate, plus if they get getting squished again and keep on getting accidently kill by humans their population can decrease. Another animal that needs help is the horned lizard because each day the scientist find out their is less and less of their specie. The reason there is less and less of the horned lizards specie is because the people make homes and buildings were
the horn lizard lives taking out the plants with seeds that the harvester ants eat. So the population of harvester ants decreases and there would be no more ants to feed the lizards, making the population of lizards decrease also.

The help that both these animals need is similar because, for example, the frog ferry is helping the frog survive and the scientists also want the horned lizards to live. But the help these animals need is different because the frog ferry is making like toad tunnels to help the frogs not to get squish and migrate safely, but in other ways the scientists are trying to figure out what horned lizards need to help them survive.
This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (*Animals in both articles need help*). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate comprehension of the texts (*the northern leopard frog can get squish from cars when they migrate, plus if they get getting squish again and keep on getting accidently kill by humans their population can decrease; this animals need is similar because for example, the frog ferry is helping the frog survive; But the help these animals need is different*). The topic is developed with relevant details and other information from the text (*because people make homes and buildings were the horn lizard lives taking out the plants and seeds that the harvester ants eat, so the population of harvester ants deacreases and the frog ferry is making the toad tunnels to help the frogs not to get squish*). This response exhibits clear organization; however, no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with some errors that do not hinder comprehension (*deacrease, can get squish, getting accidently kill, their is less and less, specie, makeing*).
Both of these articles were great! They both talk about animals that need help.

In "Beware of Frogs" they talk about how the population of frogs is decreasing. A lot of frogs are dying because of moving automobiles, when crossing the street. People try to stop frogs from being killed by putting up signs with messages such as "Beware of"
Frog Crossings.

In "Looking Out for Lizards" Texas Horned Lizards are being forced out of their homes because of things being built. At first scientists could not help them because they did not know a lot about them. The scientists studied them and then they were able to help the lizards. They were able to find what food they needed and what habitat they lived in.

In conclusion both frogs and lizards are being helped.
This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (*They both talk about animals that need help*). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate comprehension of the texts (*they talk about how the population of frogs is decreasing. A lot of frogs are dying because of moving automobiles, when crossing the street and Horned Lizards are being forced out of their homes because of things being built*). The topic is developed with the use of some information and examples from the texts (*People try to stop frogs from being killed by putting up signs with messages such as Beware of Frog Crossings, The scientists studied them and then they were able to help them, They were able to find what food they needed and what habitat they lived in*). This response exhibits clear organization and provides a concluding statement (*In conclusion both frogs and lizards are being helped*). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with few errors.
Both articles focus on animals that need help. Why do these animals need help? How is the help these animals need similar and different in both articles? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain why the animals in both articles need help
- explain how the help these animals need is similar and different in both articles
- use details from both articles to support your response

These animals need help because they are facing human dangers. Humans destroy those species.

Cars run over frogs all the time.

Lizards' habitats are being destroyed by new buildings. Frogs come in huge groups. Without humans to help, not many can make it alive. Frogs and lizards both need our help in different ways. Lizards need to
Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (*These animals need help by they facing human dangers*). This response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (*Cars run over frogs all the time, Lizards’ habitats are being destroyed by new buildings, Frogs and lizards both need our help in different ways*). This response is partially developed with textual evidence some of which may be irrelevant (*Frogs come in huge groups. Without humans to help not many make it alive and Lizards need to gain their habitat back and their food supply*). This response exhibits some attempt at organization; however, no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with few errors (*destroyed*).
Both articles focus on animals that need help. Why do these animals need help? How is the help these animals need similar and different in both articles? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain why the animals in both articles need help
- explain how the help these animals need is similar and different in both articles
- use details from both articles to support your response

In these two articles the animals need help. In *Beware of Frogs* they need help with crossing the road. In *Looking out for Lizards* they need help about their health and other stuff because scientists are just learning about them. The frogs follow bright lights or picnic tracks and they wander on the highway and create hazardous situations for motorists. That’s why they need help. The lizards need help because people are building buildings and houses where they lived. This is why the animals need help.
Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (In these two articles the animals need help). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (In Beware of Frogs they need help with crossing the road and In Looking at for Lizards they need help about their health and other stuff). This response partially develops the topic of the essay with the use of textural evidence, some of which is irrelevant (The frogs follow bright lights of pickup trucks and the lizards need help because people are building buildings and houses where they lived). This response exhibits some attempt at organization and provides a concluding statement that follows generally from the topic and information presented (This is why the animals need help). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with few errors.
Both articles focus on animals that need help. Why do these animals need help? How is the help these animals need similar and different in both articles? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain why the animals in both articles need help
- explain how the help these animals need is similar and different in both articles
- use details from both articles to support your response

I think both animals need help because

In the frog story, the frogs are all alone because nobody wants to be around the frogs. In the story with the Texas horned lizard, it needs help because the lizard eats ants and when people move to the ants, there are less ants for the lizard to eat.

I think the two stories are the same because they both talk about desert animals. Also, how the two animals need
Think the two stories are different because the first story talks about frogs. The second story talks about Texas horned frogs (toads).

In conclusion, these two selections are the same and different from the information I had given.
This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (*I think both animals need help, the two storys are the same because they both talk about desert animals, the two storys are different because the first story talks about frogs*). This response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the text (*because the lizard eats ants and when people move to the ants. There are less ants for the lizards to eat*). This response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence which is generally invalid or irrelevant. (*because in the frog story the frogs are all alone because nobody wants to be around the frogs and There are less ants for the lizard to eat*). The response provides a concluding statement that follows generally from the topic and information presented (*In conclusion, these two selections are the same and different from the information I had given*). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with few errors (*it need help and storys*).
The animals in Beware of frogs! need help because they can’t find their home and the animals in Looking out for Lizards need help because they were fewer horned lizards. The help that the animals get are similar because all the animals were saved and in their homes. The story’s are different because

Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (The animal’s in Beware of frog’s! need help because they can’t find there home and the animal’s in Looking out for Lizards need help because they were fewer horned Lizards). The response demonstrates an attempt to use evidence, but only develops ideas with minimal evidence (all the animals were saved and in there homes). This response exhibits little attempt at organization and no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (frog’s, there, animal’s, get are similar).
Both articles focus on animals that need help. Why do these animals need help? How is the help these animals need similar and different in both articles? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
• explain why the animals in both articles need help
• explain how the help these animals need is similar and different in both articles
• use details from both articles to support your response

Both animals need help because in one story, predators are trying to eat the lizard but the lizard was hiding and the frogs need help because of the frog ferry.

**Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)**

This response demonstrates a lack of understanding of the task. The response demonstrates an attempt to use evidence some of which is irrelevant (*predators are trying to eat the lizard but the lizard was hiding and the frogs i need help because of the frog ferry*). This response exhibits little attempt at organization and no concluding statement is provided. This response demonstrates a lack of command of conventions, with frequent errors.
Both animals focus on animals that need help. Why do these animals need help? How is the help these animals need similar and different in both articles? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain why the animals in both articles need help ✓
- explain how the help these animals need is similar and different in both articles
- use details from both articles to support your response

Both animals need help because there both animals and they mite not survive.

Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)
This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (Both animals need help because there both animals and they mite not survive). The response provides no evidence. This response exhibits no evidence of organization and no concluding statement is provided. This response is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable.
Both articles focus on animals that need help. Why do these animals need help? How is the help these animals need similar and different in both articles? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain why the animals in both articles need help
- explain how the help these animals need is similar and different in both articles
- use details from both articles to support your response

Both articles focus on animals that need help. Animals in both articles need help. The frog and lizard need similar and different things.

Score Point 0 (out of 4 points)

This response uses language that is directly copied from the prompt (Both articles focus on animals that need help). The second sentence is a paraphrase of prompt language (The frog and lizard need similar and different things).
Both articles focus on animals that need help. Why do these animals need help? How is the help these animals need similar and different in both articles? Use details from both articles to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain why the animals in both articles need help
- explain how the help these animals need is similar and different in both articles
- use details from both articles to support your response

If we don’t have both a lizard and frog no one could have a pet that is not a lot of work. We would have more flies and harvest ants in our house too!

Score Point 0 (out of 4 points)

This response demonstrates a lack of comprehension of the text and task (If we don’t have both the lizard and frog no one could have a pet that is not a lot of work). The response provides evidence that is irrelevant (We would have more flies and harvest ants in our house too!).